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On the other hand, Hughes' poem "Theme for English B," uses the first-person voice for an entirely different
effect. Both Hughes and Cullen give depth to their narrators, revealing them to be individuals who have been
shaped by their past experiences. This character is given a fully developed persona, filled with guilt, conflict,
and curiosity. They are more than actors in a discriminating world; they are individuals who have pasts that
have established who they are today. In conclusion, although both have many differences, they also have many
things in common. I had listened to her before and look what happened. But we are, that's true! However, this
is not the only way that Hughes uses "I" in his poetry. As blacks in s America, Hughes and Cullen were
victims of widespread and, at the time, socially acceptable discrimination. The connotation of the word "I" as
opposed to "we" is that of a lone individual, defenseless and outnumbered. He also wants people to notice him
more. Cullen chooses to adhere to the traditional poetic rules, proving that it does not take a white man to
create high quality literature. According to Tan p. Hughes and Cullen recognize that discrimination does not
start and end with the way they are treated; it is woven into the fabric of American culture, and it is much
grander in scale than merely those who take part. The stairs show the level she was at during her years of
living. The speaker, an African-American student given an English writing assignment, engages his teacher in
an intelligent, even pointed dialog. His stories are made applicable to the entire black population, speaking of
experiences that are broad and not able to be experienced as a single individual in the literal sense. Though
this is a specific experience, it is a situation to which most black Americans of the era could relate. Both
shared stories of struggling against a society saturated with discrimination, while also offering the reader
insight into developed and experienced narrators. Both authors give depth and persona to the voices telling of
their experiences. Nor do I often want to be a part of you. His poems "I, Too" and "Theme for English B" both
advanced his political views of equal civil rights and treatment under the law for African-Americans. Hughes
feels a sense of obligation for speaking on behalf of a population previously unheard. The tone is explored
throughout the poem through the thought of self-assessment. While he feels distant from the jungles of Africa
and a culture that seems as foreign to him as it would to any white man, the narrator still feels some sense of
obligation to take interest and pride in his heritage. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Any subject. So,
this poem characterized and gives insight into how the African American community mood was during that
time Therefore, he opens up to what he did and is going to do. By using words like "I" and "them", "me" and
"you," the speaker is able to point out the differences between himself and his teacher. While Hughes and
Cullen differ in selections of speaker and audience, their core concepts of struggle, a faulty society, and a
wise, complex narrator remain mutual. His works were politically fueled and contained powerful messages
that related to the everyday struggle and hardship faced by the African American population. As time passed,
things had changed along with himself and the world. He wants to see the things around him. Giving the poem
structure, Cullen used this technique as further proof of his ability to keep up with even the best literary
figures. Langston Hughes, a world-renowned African American poet and self-professed defender of African
American heritage, boldly defies the stereotypical and accepted form of poetry at his own discretion Also, they
have many differences with the things he has done. As used in this poem, the first-person voice highlights the
weakness of the African-American people. In both poem he abolishes slavery and express the way they
wanted slavery to be vanished. Hughes writes in rhythm, while Cullens writes in rhyme, but those are just the
stylistic differences. Having difficulties with choosing your research topic? Not only did his writing promote
African-American culture, but it sought to bring attention to the plight of the African-Americans suffering
injustice and repression.


